
EMT Entrance Assessment (EMTEA) 

 

General Information 

The EMT Entrance Assessment (EMTEA) is meant for ALL individuals who wish to or are applying for 

admission into any EMT course/programs here at Crozer Health EMSTI.  

 

This assessment is a requirement for entry all Crozer Health EMSTI EMT course/program.  

 

The EMTEA should be taken BEFORE registering and/or paying an initial deposit for any of the EMT 

classes offered by Crozer EMSTI (this includes individuals that are sponsored by outside agencies or 

employers).   

 

For more information and/or to register to take the EMTEA, visit this link: 

https://crozerkeystone.enrollware.com/schedule#ct283842 

 

EMT Entrance Exams are held at various times on various dates during each month (special 

appointments can be made if needed). 

 

EMTEA scores will be emailed to the prospective EMT student within 1 business day.  

 

About the EMTEA 

The EMTEA at Crozer Health has two sections: 

 1.) FISDAP Multiple Choice: A standardized multiple-choice test evaluating basic high-school 

 level knowledge in the areas of: math, medical terminology, biology, anatomy & physiology. 

 

 2.) Reading Comprehension:  This section of the EMTEA was developed by Crozer Health EMSTI.  

 It focuses solely on reading comprehension and will consist of several brief paragraphs followed 

 by multiple choice questions about the given paragraphs.  The answers are in the given 

 paragraphs! 

 

Students will need to pass this assessment with an overall score of 75% or above for admission into any 

EMT program.  

 

The EMTEA is in place to better ensure the success of students taking the EMT courses. 

 

You will have access to scrap paper as needed during the EMTEA.   

 

There is NO time limit on the EMTEA – some students complete the EMTEA in 30 minutes, some 

complete it in 2 hours….it just depends on the student. 

 

Do not be intimidated by the EMT Entrance Assessment! - You got this!  If you do not pass the EMTEA 

the first time, you can absolutely retake it again on a future date. 

 

 

https://crozerkeystone.enrollware.com/schedule#ct283842


Preparation for the EMTEA 

There is not much that one can do to prepare to take the EMTEA.  

 

There is a link below that will lead you to a document that the company who creates the multiple-choice 

section of the EMTEA calls a “study guide” – I would personally call it “example questions”.  You can use 

this to see the subjects and types of questions that will be on the multiple-choice section of the EMTEA.   

Link (click or copy/paste into a web browser): 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZVcZt61cx3R_vsQbCalApbret2_u8dZm/view?usp=sharing 

 

As far as the reading comprehension portion of the EMTEA goes, you will read simpler portions of the 

actual EMT book and then answer multiple choice questions about the paragraphs you read.  The 

textbook is written on an 11th grade reading level. There is not much that you can do to prepare for this 

section of the EMTEA other than get good rest the night before! 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZVcZt61cx3R_vsQbCalApbret2_u8dZm/view?usp=sharing

